
CRAZY EDDIE AUDIT CASE

The company did not pay employees exclusively in cash, just in case we needed Crazy Eddie's year-end audits were
expected to last about eight weeks, and.

Another factor involves the hiring of family members to run the corporation, which was experiencing a period
of phenomenal growth. It was difficult for them to pay close attention to their work. Understated Accounts
Payable to Inflate Reported Profits Accounts Payable Cut-off Fraud â€” Inventory that was received by Crazy
Eddie before the end of the accounting period was invoiced by suppliers and reflected as shipped to the
company in the subsequent accounting period. One of the biggest disadvantages to this practice is that the
person that is hired already has an advantage if they were to try to commit fraud and conceal it. As a 28 year
old CPA myself, I understood that audits are very boring and tedious for these young single male auditors. Our
auditors would duly record the inflated test counts. He first learned about chargebacks to vendors against
amounts purportedly owed to them mostly from me. Lack of professional skepticism. Eddie and his father
Sam M. They did not review our quarterly financial reports. The audit procedures that might have led to the
detection of the accounting irregularities perpetrated by Crazy Eddie personnel are as follow: a. Assume that
you were a member of the Crazy Eddie audit team in  Antar and two other family members were also
convicted for their role in the fraud. Working papers from prior years may provide some additional insight
about the entity and its industry. Critics charge that a company that hires one or more of its former auditors
can more easily conceal fraudulent activities during the course of subsequent audits. The bubble on the
industry had burst, NYC had become a saturated market, and increased competition had made things much
harder for those retail stores that were still in business. Change of accounting methods for purchase discounts
and trade allowances in from cash basis to accrual basis noted in footnotes with no accounting adjustments.
That is, a former auditor may help his or her new employer under- mine subsequent audits. My female
employees had distracted them from their tasks, and they were then rushing to complete their audits. Our
auditors simply traced the phony debit memos to the books and records that reflected them, but did not do any
follow up work to confirm their validity. PMM staffer: That is correct. In later years, when he needed someone
to serve in an executive capacity in his company, Antar nearly always tapped a family member, although the
individual seldom had the appropriate training or experience 1.


